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A MODEL OF ECONOMIC-DEMOGRAPHIC INTERACTION 
IN DEVELOPMENT 

Economic development is a subject of great'interest to economists, 

politicians, planners and ordinary people. Many studies have focused on 

the definition, measurement and causes of economic d-=velopment. Although 

great strides have beeri made in the area, much work still needs to be done. 

Population dynamics has recently come into the spotlight. The 

"population explosion",and "world rood crisis" have raised questions re-,; 

lative to'the effect of population growth on economic development.· Recently 

there have been attempts to identify linkages between economic and 

demographic processes. An extensive review of the literature in these 

\ . 
areas is presented by _White, et al. 

This paper abstracts the results of an effort to develop a conceptual 

model representing the simultaneous consideration of the demographic and 

economic phenomenawithin the development process. The model; called the 

Purdue Development Model (PDM), has been operationalized into a package of 

computer programs". However, the model is conceptual and requires a great 

deal of empirical data· t.o'operate. 

While the PDMis designed to simulate the overall economic development 

process, it primarily focuses upon the agricultural sector. A special 

attempt was maoe to include those variables which represerit the agricultural 

sector's development and interactions with the rest -of the. ecgnomy and the 

world. ,Output is produced in a format which is seen to he meaningful and 
'-. 

useful to pol:i:cy makers. 
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The essential.Purpose of the PDl-1 is to quantita:t:lvely illustrate the 

interrelationships b.etween agricultural and nonagricultural development; 

and between population change and economic development. The model may also 

be useful in evaluati~g the multiple impacts of programs and policies designed 

to .affect rates of economic or demographic change. 

Model Overview 

The Purdue Development. Model (PDM) represents the economic and demo

graphic processes ·1ntb1v~d in development. The economy and the p~puiation 

are tr~ated as two compon.ents of an interactive system. The PDM is dynamic,. 

yielding descriptions of activity over each of :many :time periods. Basically 

r 
the PDM contains four components: the private economy, the government, 

thepopuiation and the rest of·the world. Major ccimponents and linkages 

are presen.ted in Fi~ure 1. 
. . 

The private econ.omy produces goods for expo:r.-t qr dmnestic consumption 

while using inputs of land; labor, capital and interme~iate goods. Seven. 
. .~ . 

. · . . 

a,ggtegateeconomic goods. are represented. These, goods ate_produced and 

demanded by the two sectors· (agricultural and.n~nagri~ultural) and the govern

ment. The economy is open to imports ·and exports for each of the seven goqds. 

The economic model is formulated as a one period linear.programming model. 
'· 

.Each sector has dem.ind curves for each of the seven products. Supply is 

specified for imports, ;ith an implicit domestic s~pply curve defined by 

the interaction of con.strain.ts and technical·prodtiction·alternatives. 

·The governmerit produces services for the domestic economy, collects 
. . 

taxes and uses lat,or an.d goods; Services produced py the govern.ment~ are · 

principally :health; education , and.research and extension. 
"\ . · .. 

-The production 
. ~ . . 
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o'f these activities (services) requires taxes, labor and intermediate goods. 

The government disperses its tax.funds in_the fo:rm of wages and payments 

for consumed goods and services. ·Government' is assumed to operate on a 
·, 

~alaµced budget. The government·· is also seen as a regulatory· body placing 

restriction1;, on flows of inputs, labor and foreign exchange. 

The population component demands goods and services, .receives wages, 

saves,. changes structure and provides a labor force. The population is 

stratified by location~ age, sex and educational attainment •. Consistent with 
• _' • :'· >_ _·. _., -

' · this stratlficat:Lon, 'the population structure changes through, the ·processes 

o:f;.··birth,. death, migration and education. · The resultant population st,ructure -

influences the size and composition of both economfa.!Jd~mand and the labor force. 
I 

The world component interacts with the domestic. econc:,my through ,.the 

import.,..expo.rt· mechanisms' and interacts_ with the population through migration. 

Explicit export demand and import supply functions are present for each of 

the seven c::ommodities. Migration activity _mt:ty result-in either a net inflow· 

c--

or a net outflow of peovle, depending upon demographic, and economic _indi,cators. 

Given this general overview of the PDM components and their functions, 

the remainder of th.e paper is dedicated to a discussion of the specific 

modeling pf each compm:1ent. 

The PDM Models 

. I . 
The PDM is·operationalized ,as a computerized, integrated set of routines 

I ' 

written in F¢RTRAN, l/ The-package consists of: 

1. A population accounting mechanism - takes input on bctse pol)ulation 

and rates of birth, death, l!ligration, educational enrollments and 

graduation; creates revised population. 
' . , ' . .. " 

2. _ A competitive'-market-simul.,tting linea,r programming model - takes 

lnpl1t ,on demand, foreign trade, arid availability of factors of. 

production; creates, a production""consuniptJon_.pc1ttern. 
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3. A set of economic-demographic forecaster equations - takes 

\ 

economic results (such as per capita income)·and past demographic 

results•(such as· population pressure); creates a predicted set cif 

demographic rates (birth, death, ~igr~tion, enrollment, .graduation). 

4;. A set of demographic-economic forecaster eqµations - takes demo-' 

graphic results (population composition) and past economic· re·sults 

(per capita income); creates demand £or goods, labor force and 

savings. 

5. A forecaster of government services - generates information on • 
supply of services, taxftion amounts, exchange rate, allow.able 

trade suiph1s-def icit, use of goods, labor. a~d pyaments. for 

services used. 

·. 6. , A foreign sector - supplies imports, de111ands exports, and 

interacts. through international migration. 

These models are re-lated in a dynil.mic structure. Figure 2 shows the· 

· . sequence of operation of· model components. . Any model· in the se.quence has 

information on the past behavior of c;i.11 models. 

Population Accounting 

The population is disaggregated by age (65 single year age groups, plus 

one cohort for older people), sex, location (rural agriculture, rural nonagri-

culture, urbar1) and educational attainment (five levels of years of schooling 

\, completed; less than 4, 4 but le~s than 8, 8 but less than 12, ,12 but less 

than 16, '16 or more). Overall the populafion 'is disaggregated into 1980 cells.· 

Generally, the complete detail of the population is. well beyond the interest 

of policy makers. However, the differential impact of birth, death, migration 
,- ·, - - I - . - .-· -_ ._ . . 

and.education rates makes the detail necess~ry. Demographic rates are 

\ 
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Figure 2. Sequence'of model operation in the dynamic PDM system. 
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applied to the population following staridard demographic procedures 

(Shyrock, Si-egel and Associates) and U. S. Bureau of the Census. 

-

These 

demographic rates are generally specific :to five-year age groups 'and to 

other demographic dimensions when relevant"' The multi..::::,,ear rates. are 

first :interpolated converted to one year J:'atles (by Sprague Multipliers as 

expla:ined by Shyrock; et al.·) and are then applied to the disaggregat~ 
' . 

population. The ordering of rate application is c;lisplayed in Figure 3 . 

. Private Economy Model 

The private economy is modeled as a disaggregated two-sector, 

competitive market economy. The t"(O sectors, agriculture and nonagrfcul

ture, each ·produce and import econoll).ics goods]:_/ (services) which may be 
/ 

used,for (1) final consumption by either private sectors, (2) intermediate 

production by either the private economy or the government, (3) investment 

~apital, or (4) export. 
\ . 

Sectoral production is modeled as sets of production 

possibilities (up to 12 fqr each good) constrained by factor availabilities 

wh:i.ch are sector specific and predetermined within a production period (one 

year). Factor a,vailabi:Lities are IJlOdeled as in CHAC (Goreaux and Manne). 

The supply of goods and services (domesttc plus import) interacts,with 

a set .of predetermined {sectoral) and export demand ,-schedules]_/ to -yield a 

·constrained.market equilibrium solution. This solution.produces endogenously 

determined prices and quantities for all goods in all markets. In addition 

to the traditional resourte availability restrictions (land, labor and 

capital), the economic model is constrained by research and extension avail-

' .. 4/ . 
a:bHity, nutrition requirements, goods balancM, demand control,-,- foreign 

trade balances., and domestic income accounts. 
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Sl'.Lpply and demand schedules and model constraints which are all fixed, 
i 

for a given year are adjusted. between years as is explained in the section . · 

-on demographic-economic interactions. Limited flexibility/for land, labor 

' and capital availabilities is provide.cl with:i,n a year by trat1;sformation · 

activities.·· Land of lower quality may ( be improved at a cost. Lahor of each 

class is absorbed hy labor reservation activities and if its value produc-

tivity is not above a certain reservation price is con.sidered unemployed .. 

Laoor from higher skil,1 classes may be substituted for less skilled-if the 

return exceeds the reservation price. Neiy investment capital available each 

year is allocated among.and within sectors on the bg.sis of its productivity. 

Once allocated, capital is immobile and is depreciated as a function of. time 

and rate of utilization. 

Income acc;ounting, sectoral and national, is on a value added basis. 

Intersectoral incoine tra~sfer is explicitly accourtted for by the model to 

facilitate optimi-zation of the objective· func~ion which results in equili-

' . . 

zatim1 of the social value of consumption,and thus income, ill; ·the two sectors. 

For a detailed e,xposition of this component of the model see Mct~:rl o:t White. 

The model does not contain a monetary sector·, and t.hus the general pric~ 

level is a:rbitrary. 

'J;'he · private economy model is formulated within a static linear program.,.., 

ming framework. The competitive equilibrium solution is obtained from the 

linear· programming forni:ulatiori by incorporating·an objective function designed 

to maximize the area between. explicit demand (domestic and foreign) and import_ 

supply curves, given implicit domestic supply defined by model constraints. 

The ge:neral structure of the linear programrili:ng formulation of the.private 

~c~:momy model is shown in Figure .4 )_/ 

The objective function is modeled as in Duloy"and Norton and will be 

discussed only briefly here. The ob'jective. function maximizes consumer plus 
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~ i -! 
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Capital Investment + 
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producer surplµs which.Samuelson indicated leads to a competitive solution. 

Our specific objective is develop.ed as follows.· Given a demand curve -and a 

supply c;urve, both of which are linear (Figure 5) 'the area: between _t;:hese 
. . . 

curves can be represented by the area under the demand curve less the area 

under the supply curve to a point. This area can be seen to be: 

Area,= 

Dema:nd Curve· P ,- A - Q' B 
D D 

Supply.Curve ·p~ = C + Q~.D 
_,,,.,. 

Q* s [C +Q~D] dQ 8 

where: . P is the vector of pr-ices for the goods, 

·q is the vector of goods quantities, 

A is the vector of zero· quantity demand prfc_es, 

Bis the matrix of price-quantity demand relationships, 

. - . . . 

C is the vectors of zero qu~ntity supply prices, and 

D is the matrix of pri'~e-'quantity supply relationships. 

. . 6/"• ... ·. 
If· the matrices B and D are diagonal- (i.e. , . the price of a good 

onl.y depends on ;its own qllantitr), the function ma:y be· written in summatio,i:,. 

notation as: 

Area 
n 2 P 2 
E [a. qd .. _- .5 b .. qd,] + E [a. q 8 . - .5 d .. q __ Si] · 

i=l l l . lJ l i=l . l . l lJ 

This function is clearly separable and convex (if b. and d. > 0 for all i). 
l l 

. Duloy and Norton take thisproblem and express it as a Separable Programming 

problem by choosing representative points. , Furthermore, they drop the, 

adjacent~restrictions du,eto the convexity of the function.El,..?} The PDM · 

adopts the above assumption and thus thi:! objectivefunctipn has a form 

al,lowable in programming context permitting simultaneous analysis of supply

demand trade-off. 
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Economic-Demogrqphic Interaction 

Given the ahove econom:Lc and demographic models, the 9uestions of 

linkage become important. These s~b-models are linked by a series of '. 
equations which combine past demographic information with current economic 

data and predict denmgraphic change rates. All demographic rates (birth, 

death, migration, enrollment and graduation) are predicted annually. Each 

of the rate prediction ,equa~ions will be discussed below. All functional 

forms are nominally linear. 

Birth rates are predicted as the probability of a female of. a specific 

location, age group and educational level giving birth during the year. 

This rate is predicted as a function of: (1) per capita income in the 
' , 

lOcati.on-- reflecting current material welfar~; (;2) locational r,ate of change 
, : ' ' .· 

in pel;'.' capita income-- reflecting material welfare expectations; (3) mortality 

rate of children-- reflecting expected number of births requi;red to reach ~ 

desirediamily size; (4) educational levels--reflecting the education of 

'parents, expected education of children a11-d accompanying attitudes; and (5) 

female wages-- ,reflecting the opportunity cost of mother's time. 

Death rates are defined as the 'probability of an individual of a given 

age group, sex and location dy:l..ng during the year. The death rates are 
\ 

' . 

predicted as a func.tfon of:. (1) per capita in2ome-- reflecting material 

welfare,, (2) per capita consumption of calories and. profein-;... reflecting 

nutritional welfare, (:3) physicians per capita in the location-reffocting 

the availability ()f medical services'"" ( 4) child dep~ndency rat:~o-repres~nting ( 

crowding in the home, (5) population p~essure-'- representing crowding :i,n tµe 

country,_· (6), ratio of urba; to rural: inhabitants-- ,represen,ting accessibility 

to urban serv~ces, and (7) sanitation index-- representing general 'cleanlii1ess 

of the environment. 
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Migratfonrates·are predicted as the probability of individuals of a 

given age group,. location, sex, and level of educa:tional attainment migrating 
. . 

to another specified location: Propensity to migrate is pr~dicted as. a 

:functio,n of demographic and ~economic variables, eachof which gives the 
I • 

difference hetwe'en the area of residence and th~ potential destination area. 

The differences are represented by: (1) the ra.tio. of·physicians per capita, 

(2) the ratio of school enrollment rates, (3) the ratio of regional average· 

education; (4) the ratio of per capita incomes, (5) the ratio of per ,capita 

inccmte changes, (6). the ratio of expected wages and (7) the ratio of 
. . -· . ' 

p~pula.tion pressures. 

Enrollment rates are predicted as. the· probability of an individual of a· 

. given ~ge group', sex and educational attainment level enrolling in each 

. level of school.· The tendency to enroll is predicted as a function of 
. . 

current characteristics a.nd expected gains from additforia.1 education. The 

explanatory variablis are: (1) per capita income-.:..repr2senting regional 

mat.erial welfare, (2) changes in per capit~ income..,.-,representing, general· 

expectations, (3) expectedwages--representing.the opportunity cost of 

working rather· than enrolling, {4) average educatipn--repr,esenting the 

regional attitudes toward e?ucation, (5) child depend7~i:cy ratio:---representing 

. ' 

the need to·support the family, and (6) expected wage of better educated---

representing econom:i,c incentive for additional schooling. 

Graduation rates are predicted as the probability of an enrolled , 

>individual of a given !;Lge, sex and educational attainment I.eve! graduating.·· 
. . 

1 .These rates are predicted as a function of the. sa.me variables as are the 

enrollment rates. 
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Demographic"'"Economic Interactions 

Demographic change has its primary eeonotttic effect, in the PDM, 

ii 
by influencing resource availabilities, nutritional requirements for food, 

I 

arid demand levels. Predictive e.qu_ations provide the link9-ge by which 

the demographic sub-model interacts with the economic. sub-model. Each of 

the predi.cteci Hems will be discussed below • 

. Resources affected by the demographic proc.e;ses are labor and invest

ment capital. Labor· is predicted through a complex process wherein labore,rs . 

are drawn irom the population through predicted labor force participation 

rates. The labor force participation rates are defined as the probability 

that a.n individual of. a given location, sex, ·age and educational attainment 

level wni seek work. These rates are predicted as functions of: (l} per 

- . 

capita.income.--.:reflecting regional materia1,welfare, (2) expected wage-:... 

representing incentives to work, (3) average education--representing the 
. . 

educational alternatives for young~r workers, (4) male to female ratios in 
- .. 

the population--re-flecting propensity of females to work, and (5) child 
- -·-.:..__ / 

dependency rat:ios--indicating other bids for 'females' time. The labor force 

is converted into equivalent workers segmented by ~even labor forces through-

. . . .. 8/ 
a sc.ali11g process. -

Another resource which is linked. to demographic variables is n,~w in

vestment 9apital .. :..New investment is equated to. savings which in turn is 

determined from predicted per capita savings rates. The per capita savings 

rate is.predicted by r:_egional equati,ons containing as independent variables 
. . ' . 

- (l) old age dependency ratio--representing dis.;.;saving, (2) per capita •income---- -

representing potential- sa~ings, and (3)_ averag~ education--representing 
. I 

attitude toward savings~ 
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Demand is predicted for the two sectors (agriculture and nonagri:--
. . , . 

culture). Principally quantity demanded is treated.as a linear function of 

price. However, intercept and slope shifters are included in the model. 
' . . ' ' '.1 

The 

intercept shifters are (1) equivalent consumers--the number of ~effective 

consuming units in the;region, and <i) per capita disposable income. Slope 

shifters are. (1) child dependency ratio and (2) old age dependency ratio. 

·The slope shifters. are included to account for changes in population 

composition and different consumption patterns embodied therein. 
; -

Nutrition needs are also predicted. Sufficient fooqto meet minimal 

nutrition need1? is required of the economic model. The minimal nutrition

levels are p'redicted · by sa funct-j.cm involving population and minimal 

(subsistance) per capita consumption levels. 

Government 
' , 

-. The government cprhponent in the PDM produces services. for the· economy, 

uses resources, collects taxes, pays for goods and regulates foreign trade. 

·services produced hy the government are medical, research and extension, 

educational and other. _ Each service is supplied to a level prescribed by 

a point demand forecast. The forecast for medical services is determined by 

. the population and an- index indicating the amount of medical services required 
• 1. 

-· 
per capiti:i. Simila!'.'lY research and extension, and e~ucatiop. · are specified 

/ 

with respect: to the population.,· A residual "other" sector .is provided 

which is forecast"'by an equat'ion relating the level -of service to. (1) per 
' . ' : . . .- . . . . 

ccipita inc::ome, {2) regional population, (3} national popµlation and, 

(4) labor use,bythe other government activities; Within.each of the 

governme~t services there is a requirement_for ,both labor and.intermediate· 

goods. Each -type, of- government production, may requirf any, of the seven 
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labor types ot seven goods. Requirements for goods and labor are a 

. function of 'the level of each service provi~ed find are imposed on the ·economic 

' model. The public·sector also collects tax~s. Giveri that a balanced budget 

is required,, taxes are equated with government expenditures on goods and 

labor. The essential question then is one of inc~dence. Taxes are allo

cated to the sectors according to prespecified µser parameters. 

Finally the government •interacts'with the foreign ~ector through a 

revaluation-devaluat;ion process. Given that the cumulative foreign tr a.de 

account reaches an undesirable level action is forced. The valuation 'shifts 

are identical to those discui;rned. in Dulay and Norton. 

· Foreign Sector · 

The foreign sector interacts. directly with both the economic and 

demograph.ic mo<;lels. 
' I _/ . , , 

Interaction with the economic model is carried out 

through export and import of goods. The trade levels are simultaneously 

determined by the economic model. However, the trade levels are guided by 

.. explicit export demand and import supply curves. These curve's are forecast 

as .a function of (1) price, (2) lagged quantity and (3) time. 

The foreign sector also interacts with the d~mestic population thro~h 

international migration. International migration rates are predicted as a 

function of· differenti,als between the country and areas outside the selected 

foreign countries. The differences on which migration ra'tes are predicted 
( 

are: .1 (1) per capita- income, (2) rate of change in per capita income, 0) 

wages, (4) employment possibilities, (5) average education, and (6) popu'.'"" 

lation pressure. 

_) 
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Summary 
\ 

The foregoing overview of the Purdue Development Model has described 

an /integrated· economic-demographic system designed to facilitate· the evaluation. 

of eco_nomi.y and de~ographic interactions ,in the development process. The 

~yste~, 'firmly rooted ih existing theoryf-/is operational, behavioral, and 

general.·. While empirical specific~tion based on the. characteristics of• a 
\ 

. . . . . . .. '\ . . . . . 

single idel'l:tified population and economy has not• been attempted, numerous 

' 
options are available permitting the user to modify the system." Such 

modifica:Uons ca.ri serve. a wide variety of purposes, including the analysis· 

of alternative policies, reformulation of assumpt:i.ons, and specification of 

variables and coefficients to ~onform with the structure of a specific 

economy. 

The PDM can provide the policy maker with 4seft.il information.· Since' 

the design of the system requires little additional input once initial values· 

have been estabLished, both short-:term and _long-run impac.t of policy 

alternatives upon economic performance and population growth·can be simulated. 

It is recognized that the accuracy of PDM output is dependent on the validity 

of underlying assumptions and the quality of input clata-:a'vailable. A 
1 

\ 

comparable qualificatiot1 is applicable to any modeling effC>rt. The strengths 

of this model are in the total systems framework within which economic and 
.. ' -; ._· 

demographic processes 1are conceptualized and in the explicit recognition of 

two-way economic-demographic interaction. Its great€st weakness lies in the 

limited availability of da.ta. 
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Footnotes 

Jdurnal Paper No. of the Purdue Agricultural Exp~ritnent 

Station, West Lafayette, Indiana. 

Development of the model described in this paper was ftmded under contract· 

3-350Iz' between Purdue University and the Social and Economic Statistics 

Administrative Branch, Bur_eau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce. 

Views expressed are those of the authors and do·not·necessarily represent 

Bureau of the Census polic,y. 

1/ Orte of the ccmsideraticms in developing thi:s model was . to allow for 

installation on computers available in LDC' s; con3equently, th_e 

design language is F(t)RTRAN. 

]j Agriculture produces -five goods, nonagriculture produces two. 

· \ ]/ Overall there are 28 schedules, 14 domestic demand, i export demand, 

and 7 import supply. 

!±_/ Necessitated by the objective function formulation. 

'l} In the mode'¼ as. r-epresented-b,y ·Figure 4, the following modeling 

conventions are adopted:· 
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) 

Within the body;bf the matrix. and in 1:he objective function a 

'-· positive coefficient reflects a usage, o-f the row's connnodity, 

a nsg~tive coefficierit reflects a receipt. 

2. Within the right hand side a positive indicates a stock of 

.resources for 1use, a negative represents a requirement. 

!!!../ This may appear to be a restrictive assumpt:lon; however, in most 

empirical work this assumption is prevalent. 

]_/ Valid by Hadley (page 124). 

§_/ Agricultural unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled labor, and nonagricul

tural illiterate·, literate, ed~cated and professional labor. 

'}_/ For a review of the theoretical backgr6und see White. 
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